Critique October 7th 2015

Critique -

Suggest centering the title and the image, it would look better centered
White lights look pretty cool
to many things going on
Can’t really say, not very well at what I am trying to say by the image
Don’t need the word artist - already comes out through the image
Really well put together - looks like a picture of an article being written on
the artist
Controllers mean you play well with others
Fix camera facing me (possibly take it out)

Black and white – reiterating the fact that I don’t want to be in the spotlight

Disagreement - am in the spotlight. Noticed the lights and I am standing
there. Color with black and white image in the middle
Lights swimming around.

Like how both cameras facing audience is not in color
More comfortable taking pictures

in terms of racial and ethnic context - making portrait black and white
diminishes the difference of said above. Internet identities.
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